
Reflections of my week in the Mississippi Delta 

How my preconceived notions were thrown out the window and thoughts of when I would 
return took their place. I am not sure I can do it justice.  

A trip to the closest gas station for my morning cup of coffee set the stage for a wonderful 
week in the Mississippi Delta. Blues music coming from speakers and what appeared to be 
farmers, sitting on the tailgates of their pickup trucks, sipping coffee and talking about the 
weather were the landscape of my mornings for the week.  

Good, strong coffee with a clerk humming in the background and a friendly, “Good morning, 
Ma’am began the first morning of the week and made me feel as if I was coming home. Every 
morning I made the trip right down the road before any others opened their eyes.  

The heat and humidity hung like a blanket as the sun was coming up. The air was filled with 
the odors of a small town. Somewhere, bacon was cooking and the few dedicated people who 
probably were not eating the bacon were out getting exercise to begin the day. 

Everywhere I had the pleasure of going, it was evident I was in the south. Manners and soft 
words are the norm for Cleveland, Mississippi. From the “Good mornings” to “How’s your 
day?” or “Welcome to Cleveland and enjoy your stay,” I felt like I was family, coming home. 

From Mound Bayou to Memphis, despite the overhang of poverty, of businesses and buildings 
which no longer exist, there was a feeling of comfort.  

Seeing the width, breadth and power of the Mississippi River and feeling the evil of James 
Earl Ray that still permeates the building where he stood and murdered Martin Luther King, 
Jr.; watching the fields roll by and the crop dusters flying low; eating the delicate fried 
catfish and those crunchy hush puppies and listening to the blues while watching young men 
shoot pool and drink beer; listening to those who experienced the horror of racism and 
segregation; eating Koolickles and wondering how you grew up without these in your life; 
these snippets of life for a week seem to have become a part of my soul.  

I came here with no ties to the area and left with it in my heart. I am now an adopted 
daughter of the Delta. 

Now, pass the catfish, please! 


